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In search of a sound basis • Piaget

• Vygotsky

• Bruner

“The practice of narrative and argument does not 
lead to invention, but it compels a certain 
coherence of thought.”

Jean Piaget



In search of a sound basis

• Durban
• Katowice
• Lisbon

CELTA orthodoxy and 
“Principled Eclecticism”



In search of a sound basis

Skidelsky vs Hammersley

Martyn Hammersley is Emeritus Professor of Educational and 
Social Research at The Open University, UK.

Educational Research and Evidence-based Practice. 

Hammersley, Martyn ed. (2007). 
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https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/edtech.asp



A design thinking challenge 

Source: https://medium.com/wharton-innovation-design/what-is-design-thinking-anyways-c59428031331

https://medium.com/wharton-innovation-design/what-is-design-thinking-anyways-c59428031331
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Type A & Type B Syllabuses

Source: R.V. White (1988) at https://shonawhyte.wordpress.com/2018/09/28/how-do-you-like-your-syllabus-synthetic-or-analytical/

Type A syllabuses focus on what is to be learned: 

the L2. They are interventionist. Someone preselects 

and predigests the language to be taught, dividing it 

up into small pieces, and determining learning 

objectives in advance of any consideration of who 

the learners may be or of how languages are 

learned. Type A syllabuses, White points out, are thus 

external to the learner, other-directed, determined 

by authority, set the teacher as decision maker, treat 

the subject matter of instruction as important, and 

assess success and failure in terms of achievement or 

mastery.

https://shonawhyte.wordpress.com/2018/09/28/how-do-you-like-your-syllabus-synthetic-or-analytical/


Type A & Type B Syllabuses

Source: R.V. White (1988) at https://shonawhyte.wordpress.com/2018/09/28/how-do-you-like-your-syllabus-synthetic-or-analytical/

Type B syllabuses, on the other hand, focus on how 

the language is to be learned. They are 

noninterventionist. They involve no artificial 

preselection or arrangement of items and allow 

objectives to be determined by a process of 

negotiation between teacher and learners after they 

meet, as a course evolves. They are thus internal to 

the learner, negotiated between learners and 

teacher as joint decision makers, emphasize the 

process of learning rather than the subject matter, 

and assess accomplishment in relationship to 

learners’ criteria for success.

https://shonawhyte.wordpress.com/2018/09/28/how-do-you-like-your-syllabus-synthetic-or-analytical/


https://www.edglossary.org/hidden-curriculum/

“Hidden curriculum refers to the unwritten, unofficial, and often unintended 
lessons, values, and perspectives that students learn in school. While the 
“formal” curriculum consists of the courses, lessons, and learning activities 
students participate in, as well as the knowledge and skills educators 
intentionally teach to students, the hidden curriculum consists of the 
unspoken or implicit academic, social, and cultural messages that are 
communicated to students while they are in school.”

https://www.edglossary.org/curriculum/
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The Common European Framework



The Common European Framework



How Business Language Coaching Online was 

conceptualised and launched
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Training vs. Coaching

https://www.languagecoachingcertification.com/differences-language-teaching-and-language-coaching/

• Directional

• Passive

• Book related, following chapters and the order of language learning 

books

• Teacher takes the role as the expert denoting a superior status

• Instructive and mandatory

• Demonstrative

• Often encompasses a more formal approach

• Normally not cost-effective and no awareness relating to cost-

effectiveness

• Often does not take into account the social context and cultural 

interaction of the learner

• With groups – often trial and error – not tailored to individuals

• The relationship between the teacher and the learner is often not so 

close nor is it a realistic or personalized experience

• It could sometimes be described as mainly a one-way process

• Often limited to the materials/books used

• Often the subject must be learnt, so the teacher is interested in the 

topic but the learner is not

• Motivation takes top priority

• Empathy is important

• Client takes responsibility and ownership

• Normally no books are used

• One objective is to maximize the potential of the 

learner

• ‘Teaching’ is kept to a minimum

• Coach has the ability to adapt to the client

• There is an equal status coach and learner

• Coach has the ability to keep client engaged, 

motivated, valued and committed

• There is an awareness of limitations

• Focus on cost effectiveness

• Continuous feedback and acknowledgement

• Flexible and self-directed

• Client-focused and tailor-made

• Matches the needs of the client

• Stimulates reflexion

TRAINING COACHING

https://www.languagecoachingcertification.com/differences-language-teaching-and-language-coaching/


ESP, Soft Skills



ESP, Soft Skills



https://www.linkedin.com/in/robszabo/

Get in touch and continue the dialogue.


